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PRISTINA: At first glance, the half-built Orthodox Church in the heart
of Kosovo’s capital seems little more than a napping spot for stray dogs
splayed out in a patch of unkempt weeds near the padlocked entrance.
But for nearly three decades the hulking structure has cast a long
shadow over Pristina, serving as a potent symbol of the unresolved dis-
pute between Kosovo and Serbia.

“This church must be destroyed,” Jahir Islami, a 77-year-old retiree,
tells AFP, citing painful memories of Kosovo’s bloody past when the
land was divided along ethnic lines during years of violent unrest. Dis-
putes over religious sites remain simmering flashpoints between the
bitter rivals since Kosovo declared independence in 2008 - with Serbia
still refusing to acknowledge the breakaway province’s sovereignty.

Kosovo is home to some of the Serbian Orthodox Church’s most
revered monasteries, with many of the centuries-old churches now re-
siding in largely ethnic Albanian towns where Islam predominates. The
fate of those churches and Kosovo’s shrinking Serb minority has con-
tinued to thwart efforts to reach a deal between the two sides that have
achieved little progress in recent years. Unlike the storied Orthodox
monasteries in the countryside, the unfinished church in Pristina be-
longs to a more recent and brutal history. Former Serbian strongman
Slobodan Milosevic facilitated its construction in the mainly Albanian
city during a bloody crackdown on the community in Kosovo, which
led to a brief but vicious war in the late 1990s that only ended after
NATO intervention.

Church and state
“They did not only commit crimes against our bodies but also

wanted to erase our history, to attack our identity, to implement their
project of ethnic cleansing of Kosovo,” Hajrulla Ceku, Kosovo’s minister

of culture, tells AFP. Kosovo officials have long accused Belgrade of
using the Orthodox Church as a proxy, with the clergy acting as emis-
saries on the ground carrying out Serbia’s will.

Tensions have been steadily rising over the future status of Kosovo’s
Orthodox churches since the election of Prime Minister Albin Kurti in
2021. The left-wing leader has since called for four Serbian Orthodox
churches to be taken off the UNESCO World Heritage in Danger list. The
churches were listed as endangered following rioting in 2004 that saw
mobs target Orthodox sites after unfounded rumors about Serbs mur-
dering Albanian children sparked days of fighting that killed at least 19
people. For years, NATO troops were positioned outside most of
Kosovo’s Orthodox establishments to prevent further violence. But since
then, religiously motivated attacks have declined, with NATO troops only
guarding the picturesque Visoki Decani Monastery in western Kosovo.
“This is a very important indication that the situation is much better than
in the past,” said former NATO commander in Kosovo Franco Federici.
Other churches are guarded by special units made up of Kosovo police,
but some establishments have no security at all.

Tensions
The progress, argues the Kosovo government, also supports their

calls to be recognized by the UN as the sovereign party responsible
for the four listed churches, instead of Serbia. Serbian Orthodox officials
refused to comment on the matter when contacted by AFP. But Bel-
grade has roundly dismissed any such moves to change the status quo.
“They want to present Kosovo as an oasis of peace and Pristina as
needing to look after and protect Serbian cultural treasures,” said Petar
Petkovic, the head of Serbia’s office for Kosovo. “It’s a hypocritical act
by Pristina and an attempt to deceive the international community,” he

added, saying more than 135 churches and monasteries have been de-
stroyed since 1999. Similar claims have been made on the Albanian side,
who say more than 200 mosques were damaged or destroyed by Serb
forces amid bouts of ethnic cleansing. But even as Kosovo officials point
to a drop in recent violence, hostilities are again rising in Pristina. In
June, members of the Serbian Orthodox Church held a rare liturgy serv-
ice inside the unfinished church, triggering protests and vandalism in-
cluding the scrawling of graffiti saying: “Jesus hates Serbs”. —AFP
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US, Russia ministers 
to meet as Ukraine 
tensions soar
STOCKHOLM: America’s top diplomat Antony Blinken is expected
to warn his Russian counterpart yesterday against invading Ukraine,
as Moscow warns Kiev against any attempt to retake the Crimea
peninsula. Western powers have been sounding the alarm in recent
weeks about Russia massing troops along the border with Ukraine,
further stoking tensions in an area where a long-running conflict has
already left 13,000 dead.

Moscow, which is accused of backing the separatists fighting
Kiev, has denied preparing an attack and accuses NATO of raising
the temperature. “We have deep concerns about the aggressive pos-
ture that Russia has taken once again towards Ukraine,” Blinken told
reporters yesterday after meeting Ukrainian counterpart Dmytro
Kuleba in Stockholm. Kuleba said his country would “demonstrate
restraint” but called on its partners to “prepare a deterrence pack-
age” that would make Russia think twice before resorting to military
force. The Kremlin said Ukraine’s stated goal of retaking Crimea,
which Moscow annexed in 2014, amounted to a “direct threat” to
Russia. US, Russia and Ukraine were all in Stockholm yesterday for
a meeting of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Eu-
rope (OSCE), one of the few international dialogue forums to which
both the US and Russia belong. —AFP

How likely is Russian 
invasion of Ukraine?
KIEV: The West is growing increasingly worried that Russia is planning a
winter invasion of Ukraine. Top US diplomats, who have joined NATO and
Europe in warning against military action, met their Russian counterparts
yesterday in Sweden.

What sparked the concern? 
In late October, videos began circulating on social media showing Rus-

sia moving troops, tanks and missiles towards the Ukrainian border.
Ukrainian officials said at the time that Russia had moved about 115,000
soldiers to the area. Kiev and its Western allies have long accused Moscow
of sending troops and weapons across the border to support pro-Russian
separatists that seized two eastern regions in 2014 shortly after Russia
annexed Crimea. The Kremlin denies those claims. US Secretary of State
Antony Blinken said last month Washington was concerned about “un-
usual” Russian activity and warned Moscow against making another “se-
rious mistake” as in 2014.

Why would Russia act now? 
Russia previously built up forces on the Ukrainian border this spring,

with some analysts speculating the idea was to extract diplomatic benefits.
Russia pulled back shortly after US President Joe Biden and his Russian
counterpart Vladimir Putin announced a summit. Some experts have said
Putin could be trying the same trick again, as talks over another summit
continue. Others have suggested Ukraine angered Russia by using drones
made by NATO member Turkey. Russia’s build-up came just as the
Ukrainian army released footage of what it said was its first use of a Turk-
ish drone against the separatists.

What Russia hope to achieve
Putin has accused the West of ignoring Russia’s “red lines” by holding

drills in the Black Sea and sending Kiev modern weaponry, demanding “legal
guarantees” from NATO that it would not expand eastwards. In an article
in July he labeled Ukraine a historic heartland of the Slavic people and
warned the West not to try to turn it against Russia. “We will never allow
our historical territories and people close to us living there to be used
against Russia,” Putin wrote. “And to those who will undertake such an at-
tempt, I would like to say that this way they will destroy their own country.”

How has West responded? 
The US, NATO and Europe have repeatedly warned Russia against

taking military action, and Blinken will meet Russian Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov in Stockholm to discuss the conflict. Blinken has expressed
concern that Russia might seek to claim it was provoked into military ac-
tion. Lavrov on Wednesday warned against a Ukrainian “military adven-
ture” after his ministry said Kiev had deployed some 125,000 troops to
the east.

The chances of invasion
Russia has dismissed claims of a planned invasion as “hysteria” and

Putin this week compared the West to a boy crying wolf, saying that
Moscow did not invade this spring after similar concerns. Alexander
Baunov of the Carnegie Moscow Centre told AFP he could “hardly imagine
an invasion without a reason” and questioned what Russia would have to
gain. Some of Russia’s other military operations, however, developed
quickly. In 2008, Russia bombed targets across Georgia after its then-pres-
ident Mikheil Saakashvili sent troops to fight separatists. Last month, Rus-
sia’s SVR foreign intelligence service drew a direct line between Georgia
and Ukraine. It said in a statement that the 2008 conflict came as Georgia
made overtures to join NATO and warned Ukrainian President Volodymyr
Zelensky about repeating Saakashvili’s move. “It cost him a high price,” the
SVR said. —AFP

GRACANICA: A Serbian monk enters the Gracanica Monastery in the town of Gra-
canica. At first glance, the half-built Orthodox Church in the heart of Kosovo’s
capital looks to be little more than a napping spot for stray dogs splayed out in
a patch of unkempt weeds near the padlocked entrance. —AFP


